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Data-driven insights

“DataHack4FI provided us with critical datasets, specifically the National Small Business Survey of Uganda (2015), which helped to quantify how many MSMEs were accessing formal services, how many were keeping financial records, etc. This data helped us refine our product offering because we could now quantify the potential market size and make decisions around product design based on insights generated from data. Participating in the DataHack4FI changed our mindset in the sense that we now, more so than ever, see the importance of making decisions based on data.” – Peter Muzoora, Project Manager, Smart Business Intelligence

Mentorship

“Through DataHack4FI, we were paired with a mentor. Our mentor, Peter Kawumi is the Innovations Specialist at FSD Uganda. He made us think critically about the financial inclusion aspect and scalability of our solution. Additionally, he connected us with financial service providers operating in Uganda who were able to give us advice on how to make our product speak to the needs of the MSMEs and become more scalable.” – Francis Otim, CEO, Smart Business Intelligence

Access to capital and networking

“By participating in DataHack4FI, we were given the opportunity to pitch our solution to a panel of investors at the Transform Africa Summit in Kigali, Rwanda. We were offered over USD100,000 in capital from the investors. On top of that, the hackathon was a great networking opportunity, generating leads for us from the positive press coverage and various meetups arranged for the DataHack4FI.” – Peter Muzoora, Project Manager, Smart Business Intelligence
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Micro-, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) play a key role in economic development, but they face challenges in accessing finance.

In Uganda alone (as in most other sub-Saharan African countries), MSMEs account for approximately 90% of private-sector production, over 80% of manufactured output and 18% of GDP contribution (National Small Business Survey of Uganda, 2015; Ministry of Trade, Industry and Cooperatives, 2015). An estimated 84% of the 980,000 enterprises in Uganda fall into the micro category (Singh, 2017). Yet, five out of every 10 MSMEs do not use formal financial services, and three-quarters of them have existed for five years or less. This illustrates that the majority of MSMEs in Uganda have a short lifespan. MSMEs in Uganda indicated that a lack of access to finance is a primary constraint to their growth, with only 41% of them having ever applied for a loan (National Small Business Survey of Uganda, 2015). Very few of these MSMEs access credit from formal providers. In 2013, 34% of them accessed credit from informal institutions and 16% from friends and family, while 52% were excluded from credit (FinScope Uganda, 2013). This case study examines a fintech that is likely to address some of these challenges.

About the company: Smart Business Intelligence

Smart Business Intelligence is a Uganda-based fintech company that supports MSMEs in automating and optimising their operations. Its product, MYAccounts, is reputedly the world’s first mobile-money integrated accounting solution, which reconciles mobile-money transactions to merchant statements in real time. MYAccounts aims to empower MSMEs with the tools to start, manage and grow their businesses to improve livelihoods and ultimately contribute to economic development across the sub-Saharan region.

By November 2017, about 3,500 MSMEs had signed up for MYAccounts (Smart Business Intelligence, 2017). The MSMEs served by Smart Business Intelligence reported earnings of between USD1,000 and USD7,000 per month and operated in sectors ranging from agriculture to manufacturing to fast-moving consumer goods.

About the product: MYAccounts

Traditional accounting tools are neither accessible to nor designed for MSMEs. MSMEs often face IT-related challenges such as the lack of access to computers, the internet and traditional accounting software. In the recent National Small Business Survey of Uganda, 62% of MSMEs surveyed reported that they keep physical receipts in an organised manner, but only 28% reported that they do full financials (revenue, expenses and tax accounting). Furthermore, while 52% of MSMEs stated that they manage their cash flow through bank accounts, a large share (30%) reported that they predominately manage their finances on a purely cash basis (National Small Business Survey of Uganda, 2015).

MYAccounts is a low-cost, mobile-based tool that allows MSMEs to record their transactions in a simple, easy-to-use way and that automatically generates full financial reports for them. Any cash received or sent to their merchant account is automatically reconciled to the respective accounts, such as sales, purchases or inventory expenses. Cash transactions are recorded manually. The tool allows users to track and account for every customer and for every supplier payment made to their business. This database of transactions is used to produce complete financial and stock records, including customer invoices, receipts, printable financial statements and tax returns. 55% of MSMEs in Uganda report that they use mobile money (National Small Business Survey of Uganda, 2015). This illustrates the importance of providing a mobile-money integrated solution.

The MYAccounts dashboard performs all the number crunching for the MSMEs, and they use visuals that are easy to engage with, such as bar charts and pie graphs. This allows MSMEs to identify gaps in the market, synchronise production, plan their sourcing and storage, and increase sales.

Smart Business Intelligence has coupled the digitisation of financial records with a business skills and empowerment programme. The aim of the training is to help MSMEs create actionable insights. Accounting advisers and the MSMEs
work together to develop a schedule in which the advisers check in and provide training to the MSMEs on a continual basis. The accounting advisers also encourage the MSME owner to open a mobile-money merchant account. These accounts have lower costs and allow MSMEs to clearly distinguish between personal transactions and business transactions – something that is frequently overlooked by MSMEs. In-person workshops, specialised seminars and localised handbooks on a variety of topics (such as tax, accounting, company law and system use) are offered to MSMEs that have subscribed to MYAccounts. Digitisation of their financial records and business training allows MSMEs to better understand their own business and to make business decisions based on sound financial records. This business skills training component of MYAccounts is seen as critical to its success as many MSMEs have indicated that is one of the factors that have made them to continue to use the product.

**Wealth of data collected.** The visual below depicts the interface of MYAccounts, and it outlines the data points that are collected through each app feature.

**Data points collected by MYAccounts**

- **Customer name, product sold, amount received, discounts applied, payment type**
- **Supplier name, products order, amount paid**
- **Goods received**
- **Stock issues, store purchased from**
- **Stock returns, store returned to**
- **Customer name, phone number, email address, location**
- **All expenses ranging from rent to salaries**
- **Product list, purchase and sales price, batch number, expiry date**

---

**How can this product lead to improved access to financial services?**

**Digitising financial records to make the “invisible” visible.** As typical Ugandan MSMEs do not employ traditional or digital accounting practices, and therefore often lack formal financial records, formal credit providers typically won't consider them as potential customers. However, formal credit providers could use the digital financial records produced through MYAccounts to assess the risk associated with having the MSMEs as their customers. Additionally, MYAccounts may serve as powerful input into product development and service delivery strategies, as the data it produces gives insight into MSMEs’ financial records, services usage patterns and behaviour. Ultimately, the digitisation of financial records through MYAccounts has the potential to lead to more formal credit being extended to MSMEs and products and services being designed to better meet this segment’s needs.

**Empowering MSMEs to make business decisions informed by data.** To make informed business decisions, to manage the business's cash flow and thus to be successful, it is imperative for MSMEs to have a holistic view of their financial records. MYAccounts automates the process of keeping financial records, and digitisation stores the records in digital form, which in turn can improve the quality of the records, reduce the administrative burden and lead to more data-driven decision-making. MYAccounts's full financial reports, coupled with its education and empowerment programme, help MSMEs to better understand their businesses. Making decisions that are informed by accurate and real-time data can help MSMEs to overcome some of the challenges and complexities in running and growing their businesses.

"MYAccounts is a low-cost, mobile-based tool that allows MSMEs to record their transactions in a simple, easy-to-use way and that automatically generates full financial reports for them."
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